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SLICE® UTILITY PACK
Part No.  63-991-026

The SLICE® Utility Pack permits you to use the
exothermic cutting process to cut virtually any
metallic, non-metallic or composite material. The
package has the basic items needed to do a cutting
job packed in a rugged tool box. Just supply oxygen
and an ignition source and you are ready to cut.

SLICE® INDUSTRIAL PACK
Part No.  63-991-021

The Industrial SLICE® Pack provides the versatility
of exothermic cutting and accommodates a larger
oxygen cylinder to extend your cutting time. The
industrial cart is capable of carrying a 9” (229mm)
diameter cylinder. The Industrial SLICE® Pack
includes SLICE® torch and striker assemblies with
10 ft./3M oxygen hose and power cables.

SLICE® Exotermikus Váá gó  Rendszerek

SLICE® BATTERY PACK
Part No.  63-991-003

The SLICE® Battery Pack comes in a rugged tool
box. As with the Utility Pack, you get all the basic
items needed to do a cutting job such as torch, strik-
er and rods. Also included in the Battery Pack is a
12-Volt rechargeable SLICE® Battery Box Assembly.

Eltérõen bármilyen más jelenlegi rendszertõl, az Arcair® SLICE® rendszer képes vágni, égetni vagy lyukasztani 
bármilyen fémes, nem-fémes vagy kompozit anyagot. Our SLICE® exothermic torch cuts right through hard-to-cut
materials such as mild, stainless and alloy steels, cast iron, aluminum, magnesium and other non-ferrous
metals, slag and refractory materials, and concrete or brick. Even if it’s caked with rust, mud or other 
corrosion, SLICE® will cut through anything. There’s never been a more versatile cutting tool!
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SLICE™ Exothermic Cutting Systems

SLICE® CORDLESS STRIKER PACK
Part No.  63-991-032

The SLICE Cordless Striker Pack uses two small
lead-acid batteries to supply a current surge suffi-
cient enough to ignite both the 1/4” (6,4mm) and
3/8” (9,5mm) bare SLICE Cutting Rods. It includes
one ignitor and charger. Available in 120 volt, 
AC only.

SLICE® COMPLETE PACK
Part No.  63-991-002

SLICE EXOTHERMIC
CUTTING RODS

The SLICE Complete Pack comes in an aluminum
carrying case with everything needed to quickly
complete an exothermic cutting job. This model is
well suited to the emergency type cutting situations
where seconds count. With this unit you get the
torch, rods, striker, 12-volt battery with charger, 6”
(152mm) collet extension and shield, regulator and
an empty 55 cubic foot oxygen bottle.

SLICE exothermic cutting rods are designed 
specifically for use with SLICE cutting systems.

(PART NO.)

Size Flux Coated Uncoated
1/4” x 22” (7 x 559mm) 42-049-002 43-049-002
25 pieces
1/4” x 22” (7 x 559mm) 42-049-003 43-049-003
100 pieces
1/4” x 44” (7 x 1118mm) N/A 43-049-005
25 pieces
3/8” x 18” (10 x 457mm) 42-049-005 43-049-007
50 pieces
3/8” x 36” (10 x 914mm) N/A 43-049-009
25 pieces
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